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ABSTRACT

This paper explores basic concepts for coupling two dedicated softwarepackages in order to simu-
late the dynamics of wind power systems. The objective is to develop an integrated simulation en-
vironment that combines dedicated tools for mechanical and electrical analysis, control and power
system integration. This work presents the interfacing of Matlab/Simulink and HAWC2. The latter
is an aeroelastic simulation tool, developed at Risø DTU. The technical possibilities of interfacing
with Matlab and Simulink are described and discussed. An integrated model ofa fixed-speed wind
power system is presented. It includes structural, aeroelastic, mechanical and electrical systems of
the wind turbine. The electrical components are modeled in Matlab/Simulink; while the structural,
aeroelastic and mechanical components are modeled in HAWC2. The dynamic interfacing between
Matlab/Simulink and HAWC2 is done using dynamic libraries and TCP/IP. A fixed-speed wind tur-
bine under normal operation is simulated to test the interface.
Keywords:wind power, dynamic simulations, Matlab application programing interfaces, HAWC2,
shared libraries, TCP/IP, fixed-speed wind turbine

INTRODUCTION
In the context of higher penetration of wind energy
in the power system [1], the wind power plant’s abil-
ity to provide services such as fault-ride-through and
frequency control is becoming increasingly more
important. Such operating conditions impose loads
on wind turbine mechanical and structural compo-
nents that may be significant. Furthermore, other
services that may be required in the short term, such
as storm control will also have an impact on the
loads of wind turbines.
Therefore, it is considered relevant to study the dy-
namical interactions of wind turbines with the grid
from an integrated perspective and with the goal of
better integration of wind power into the grid. Thus
the motivation to couple dedicated tools for aeroe-
lastic design with dedicated tools for control and
power system analysis. The first step towards an
integrated design simulation platform, is the actual
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Figure 1: Wind power integrated design platform:
HAWC2 - Matlab

coupling of HAWC2 (Horizontal Axis Wind Tur-
bine Code) with Matlab/Simulink. Figure 1 shows
the concept of an integrated design platform, where
aeroelastic, structural and mechanical components
are simulated in HAWC2 while the electrical com-
ponents are wind turbine controls are simulated in
Matlab/Simulink.

HAWC2 is an aeroelastic simulation software, based



on blade element momentum theory and multi-body
dynamics, developed at Risø DTU. It is aimed at
simulating wind turbine loads under dynamic load-
ing conditions and control. It is mainly coded in
Fortran and licensed as a Windows OS executable.
Matlab/Simulink is a well know scientific comput-
ing high level language with a graphical environ-
ment particularly suited for design and simulation
of dynamic system and controls.
In the following Section the available options for
interfacing Matlab with other applications and the
method implemented to interface it with HAWC2
are described. The section The Dynamic System
Under Study describes in a general manner the wind
turbine system under study and its dynamics. Fol-
lowing, the results of simulating a fixed-speed wind
turbine under normal conditions of turbulent wind
are presented. Finally, conclusions regarding the
perspective of this interface towards an integrated
design platform are presented.

INTERFACING APPLICATIONS
There are several possibilities to interface a given
application with Matlab and Simulink. This section
explores some of the concepts and methods com-
monly used to interface with Matlab/Simulink. Fun-
damentally, making available for Matlab a program
or function written in a different language is done
with the objective of taking advantage of the given
application for use in Matlab programs. In some
cases, saving computation time can be the driver for
accessing shared libraries. Also the matrix manipu-
lation, visualization and control tools in Matlab are
attractive to other applications.
For example, the interfacing of GAMS (optimiza-
tion software) and Matlab as described in [2], is
done in order to combine the GAMS ability for large
nonlinear optimization with the Matlab visualization
tools. This is achieved by having agams mex in-
terface, which basically comes down to a shared li-
brary compiled as Matlab executable (MEX-file) that
is available from the Matlab command line as any
other built-in function.
Another example is how PSCAD/EMT (electromag-
netic transients simulation program) and Matlab are
coupled[3]. This interface takes advantage of inter-
process communication capabilities in both software
using a Fortran subroutine (for PSCAD/EMT) and
the “Matlab engine” for Matlab. The Fortran sub-

routine starts a Matlab engine and initiates the com-
munication process, making in this way the rele-
vant Matlab mathematical functions and control sys-
tem blocks (written in a Matlab m-file) available to
PSCAD. This interface also allows the Matlab en-
gine to run on a different computer on the same net-
work, thereby allowingparallelismof the computa-
tion time.
Another way of interfacing with Matlab is the so-
called parallelization of Matlab. In the sense that
some of the tools used in order to run various Mat-
lab engines (slaves) in a cluster called by another
Matlab engine (master), can be attractive to inter-
face Matlab with other applications. There has been
more than a few initiatives to develop a parallel Mat-
lab [4]. Nowadays, Matlab provides a Distributed
Computing Server interface that supports a variety
of platforms and operating systems. Also other plat-
forms can be integrated using other generic applica-
tion programing interfaces (APIs) [5].
The power system simulation tool PowerFactory,
also provides possibilities of interfacing with Mat-
lab/Simulink. Mainly, with the objective of tak-
ing advantage of the control design capabilities in
Simulink [6].

Options for interfacing with Mat-
lab/Simulink

Shared libraries

The concept ofshared librariescan be ambiguous
to some extent. In this document a shared library
is considered a collection of functions that can be
dynamically loaded by Matlab at run time [7]. The
objective of shared libraries is that various programs
can access a given set (i.e. library) of functions, sub-
routines, classes, etc., coded in another language (C,
C++, Fortran, Delphi). It can be said that a shared
library consists of a header file and the library it-
self (a*.dll file in Windows OS). The header file
provides thesignatures(or prototypes) of the func-
tions, in other words the declaration of the function’s
name, type and number of arguments. Where as
the library file provides the actual definitions of the
functions.
In order to give Matlab access to an external function
in a shared library the user needs to:

• load the shared library, and



• call the desired function.

This simple process involves knowing the full path
of the library and the header file. It is then neces-
sary to know the signature of the shared library func-
tions (SL functions) and the type of arguments to be
passed to it. Some argument types in Matlab are, in
practical terms, the same as the corresponding type
in the language the library is programmed. How-
ever, if the types are different they can be automati-
cally or manually converted using Matlab functions
as described in [7].

MEX -files

Similarly, MEX-files are functions originally written
in another programming language (i.e. sourceMEX-
files in C or Fortran) and compiled to beMatlab exe-
cutable files(namely,*.mexw32 files in Windows
OS). Once these binary files are loaded, they work
like Matlab built-in functions. These definitions are
further explained in [7]. The structure of a source
MEX-file is basically:

• comments,

• headers,

• computational routine and

• gateway routine.

A standard gateway routine, named
mexFunction, is available. This is the ac-
tual interface to Matlab. WithinmexFunction
there is a section of declaration of variables, then the
inputs and outputs are assigned to the corresponding
variables. Finally the computational routine is
called, again with arguments corresponding to the
input and output variables requested from Matlab.
A MEX-file can actually contain a set of functions,
therefore it is similar to a shared library, with the
difference that theMEX-file functions can be called
like native Matlab functions.

S-functions

A system-function (S-function) is a Simulink block
written in computer language (i.e. Matlab, C, C++,
Fortran) [8]. Basically, it can be implemented as:

• a Level-1 or Level-2 M-file S-function (written
in Matlab) or

• as a C MEX S-function (hand written in practi-
cally any modern language, via the S-Function
Builder or via the Legacy Tool Code).

TCP/IP communication

The Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Proto-
col is a mechanism for transferring data between ap-
plications over multiple networks [9]. The origins
of this protocol lie in the predecessor of the Internet
and it is the under laying working architecture of the
Internet as it is known today. Some of the features
of TCP/IP are:

• quick and simple to configure,

• one end is the client and the other server, but
once the link has been establish both can send
and receive data,

• non-transactional, not persistent (i.e. it uses
memory buffer),

• no built in security, and

• no standard way of signaling end and start of
message.

It is possible to make applications talk to Matlab us-
ing TCP/IP. Such feature is included in the Instru-
ment Control Toolbox and it is oriented to commu-
nicating with instruments that support this protocol
[10]. It has been used to communicate with remote
applications as described in [11].

Matlab engine

This feature allows external applications to call Mat-
lab software and running it in the background as a
separate process. In Windows OS it uses a Com-
ponent Object Model (COM) interface [7], which
enables interprocess communication between appli-
cations. The engine library has routines available
that allow the external application to control Mat-
lab computation engine. These functions basically
come down to start up/shut down and send/receive
data.

Matlab - HAWC2 coupling

The task of dynamically interfacing Matlab and
HAWC2 for solving complex dynamic systems,



such as a wind turbine, can be approached in various
ways. If the objective is to be able to access HAWC2
libraries directly from Matlab or to create shared li-
braries for HAWC2 directly with Matlab, then some
of the options described in the previous Section are
applicable. However, the overall objective of this
work is to create an interface that allows HAWC2
and Matlab to interact dynamically in order to sim-
ulate complex wind power systems, while bearing
the possibility of connecting a third application (e.g.
DIgSILENT) with Matlab and HAWC2. The solu-
tion developed is based on keeping HAWC2 as a
stand-alone application while letting Matlabmanage
some HAWC2 processes and have dynamic access
to data and input variables every time step. Thereby,
an interface as described by figure 2 using dynamic
libraries and TCP/IP sockets was implemented and
tested. With this interface HAWC2 and Matlab run
as separate processes on the same computer, Matlab
acts as a client and HAWC2 as a server using lo-
cal TCP/IP sockets (i.e. local IP addresses and port
numbers). Once the connection is established both
ends can send and receive data. HAWC2 is set to
remaininglisteningfor the client to send inputs and
requests.

Figure 2: HAWC2 - Matlab interfacing using shared
libraries and TCP/IP sockets

THE DYNAMIC SYSTEM UNDER STUDY
A wind turbine is a complex dynamic system subject
to stochastic loads driven mainly by the wind. From
a general functional perspective, it can be considered
to be composed of structure, rotor, drive train, elec-
trical components and control components (figure
1). These systems interact dynamically with each
other and with the power system.
For this work an active stall fixed-speed wind tur-
bine was implement. This wind turbine concept is
often described in the literature, the main compo-

nents are: rotor, drive train, generator and pitch con-
trol. Typically, the generator is a squirrel cage in-
duction generator (SCIG) directly connected to the
grid. Therefore, the speed of the wind turbine ro-
tor is practically fixed to the electrical frequency of
the grid [12]. The power is regulated by varying
the angle of the blades with the pitch control, for
wind speeds below rated this is done to maximize
the efficiency. Above rated wind speed the blades
are pitched to a stall position (i.e. active stall) to
limit the power of the rotor.
In this study the wind turbine is considered to oper-
ate under normal conditions and the grid is consid-
ered infinitely stiff, thus the dynamics considered in
this work are:

• Turbulent wind (based on the Mann model,
compliant with IEC61400-1 ed. 3 [13])

• Aerodynamics (state-of-the-art aerodynamics
considering dynamic inflow, dynamic stall,
skew inflow, wind shear and large deflections
[13])

• Mechanical components (rotor and drive train)

• Structural components (tower)

• Electrical generator (reduced order model of
SCIG based on [14] and [15])

• Control (a pitch servo modeled as a first order
filter)

Turbulent wind, aerodynamics, structural and me-
chanical components are simulated in HAWC2. The
generator model and the control are implemented
in Matlab. The generator model is a reduced or-
der model formulated in state-space and solved with
standard differential equation solvers available in
Matlab. The state-space equations are referred to
thedq0frame, in order to avoid time-varying induc-
tances [16]. The flux linkages of the stator and rotor
are selected as state variables, however, the transient
of stator fluxes are neglected as described in [14].
The pitch control implemented is described in fig-
ure 3, it consists of a moving average of the wind
speed with a 60 seconds window, a sample hold of
the moving average every 10 seconds, a look up ta-
ble for the optimal pitch as a function of the wind
speed and a pitch servo that is modeled as a first or-
der filter. This simple control strategy works for this



case study where the mean wind speed is kept con-
stant at the nominal value of the machine (12 m/s)
and standard operating conditions are assumed. The
objective is to test the qualitative performance of the
HAWC2 - Matlab interface.

Figure 3: Pitch control for active stall under nominal
operating conditions

Integrated simulation

An active stall, fixed-speed, 2 MW wind turbine is
simulated with the dynamics described to test the
performance of the interface. The simplified flow
diagram in figure 4 describes the integrated simula-
tion computational flow.
Previous to the flow depicted in figure 4, time-data
management variables and generator model are ini-
tialized in Matlab. Then the shared library devel-
oped to interface with HAWC2 is loaded and func-
tions of this library are used to startup HAWC2. At
startup, HAWC2 uses specified input files and sets
a local TCP/IP socket listening to Matlab. Matlab
then asks HAWC2 to step to a giveninitialization
time and wait.
Once the systems in both applications are initial-
ized, the simulation continues with Matlab reading
information of the relevant states (shaft speedω)
and variables (wind speedv, blade angleθ ) from
HAWC2, then solving the generator model and es-
timating a control input. The output of the gener-
ator model (torqueT) and the control input (blade
angleθ ) are sent back to HAWC2 along with the in-
dication of iterating to find the solution of the next
time step. HAWC2 solves its system, sends states
and variables back and waits again for Matlab. The
process is then repeated, keeping the same time step
size in both simulation tools, until the end of the sim-
ulation.

SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents a simulation of the active stall
fixed-speed wind turbine, previously described, un-

Figure 4: Integrated simulation simplified flow dia-
gram

der normal operating conditions. Figure 5 shows the
wind speed perpendicular to the rotor at hub height
(80 meters), the pitch angle of the blades and the
power produced by the wind turbine. Figures 6 show
the tower top and bottom bending moments and fig-
ure 7 the flapwise (Mx) and edgewise (My) blade root
moments.

Figure 5: Wind speed, pitch angle and power

CONCLUSION
An interface for Matlab/Simulink and HAWC2
based on shared libraries and TCP/IP sockets has



Figure 6: Tower bending moments

been introduced. This interface lets Matlab in-
teract with HAWC2, making possible to perform
dynamic simulations with models written in Mat-
lab/Simulink. The interface was tested qualita-
tively with a fixed-speed active stall wind turbine
under normal operation conditions. Generator and
pitch control were developed in Matlab while turbu-
lent wind, aerodynamics, structural and mechanical
components were implemented in HAWC2.
The interface developed takes advantages of the ca-
pabilities and tools built-in in Matlab for interfacing
with external applications. It combines such tools
in a particular manner specific to this problem. The
next step is to increase the complexity of the system
and the control to simulate wind power systems un-
der conditions that are relevant for grid integration
issues. In this stage, it is considered possible to ex-
tend the interface described here to include a power
system simulation tool. However, it will very much
depend on the built-in interfacing capabilities of the
software, particularly when it comes to commercial
software.
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